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Description: 

Corollithion ellipticum BuKRY, 1969 

Figs. 10-11 - Corollithion ellipticum BuKRY, n. sp., 10) holotype, proximal 
view, x 14,300; 11) proximal, x 20,800. 

Corollithion 
ellipticum 

This small species has an elliptical eccentnc1ty of 1.3 to 1.5. The narrow rim is composed 
of 17 and 20 radial elements in the 2 specimens counted. In one of the distal views, a se
condary cycle of 22 radially arranged elements is observed. An open central area and an asterisk
shaped crossbar set occupies 62 to 86 percent of the length of the coccolith. One bar is 
aligned with the short axis of the ellipse; the other 2 bars are symmetrical about the long axis. 
Because of the elliptical outline, the 2 interarea openings at ends of the ellipse are distinctly 
larger than the 4 openings next to the short axis. One of the diagonal bar-sets is regularly offset 
at the center. 
Maximum diameter: 4.4 fl.· 

Remarks: 

A comparable form is Discolithus geometricus GoRKA. Distinction is made on the disposition 
of the crossbars and the resulting interarea openings. D. geometricus has 2 small openings 
at the ends of the ellipse caused by both diagonal crossbar-sets being offset. In contrast, these 
openings are large in Corollithion ellipticum. There is no evidence of a secondary rim cycle 
or any other structure in the diagrammatic figure of D. geometricus. 

Type level: 

Early Campanian (Lower Taylor Marl). 

Known range: Campanian. 

Type locality: 

Lake Waxahachie, Ellis County, T exas, U.S.A. 

FARINACCI 1973 - VI/45 



Depository: 

Geology Department of the University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois. Holotype, UI-H-3561, 

proximal view (fig. 10). Paratypes, UI-H-3562 through UI-H-3564-. 

Author: 

Bukry D., 1969, p. 40; pl. 18, figs. 10-11. 

Reference: 
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